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Albert can see the future...He just doesn't know it yet.It is said that the greatest chess masters

can envision a match’s outcome ten moves before it occurs. Imagine a person who can

visualize ten steps ahead, not simply in the game of chess, but in every human

interaction.Imagine a person who could anticipate what you would say before you said it, who

could see a punch before it was thrown. Imagine a person who could see the chess game of

politics, economics, and power itself unfold long before it happens.Imagine a secret that could

make all of this possible.Albert, a Princeton mathematics professor, is such a person, and as

he is thrust into a murder and burglary investigation on campus he finds that there is such a

secret buried in an obscure cipher. The discovery leads Albert to team up with an aging

mentor, a curious graduate assistant, and an unusual “book club” on a frantic chase across the

country to recover the secret and clear his name.Through this adventure, he rediscovers a

woman from his past and is forced to confront his own understanding of love, rationality, power,

and the limits of the human mind.The #1 Bestseller and BookLife Editor’s Pick“The Tree of

Knowledge is a dynamite read... reminiscent of Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code but smarter,

sharper... A thrill ride with no seatbelt but what an incredible view.”—Junot Díaz, New York

Times bestselling author and winner of the Pulitzer PrizeIf you enjoy Dan Brown's Robert

Langdon, Steve Berry's Cotton Malone, Clive Cussler's Dirk Pitt then you'll love the rollicking

Tree of Knowledge Series.

"The Tree of Knowledge is a dynamite read... reminiscent of Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code

but smarter, sharper and vertiginously twisted. A thrill ride with no seatbelt but what an

incredible view."--Junot Díaz, New York Times bestselling author and winner of the Pulitzer

Prize "Part mystery, part science-fiction, part action thriller, The Tree of Knowledge is a wholly

original adventure guaranteed to make you think!"--Michael Prescott, New York Times

bestselling author "Imaginative. Compelling. Intriguing. A fine first novel."--Carolyn Hart, New

York Times bestselling author of the Bailey Ruth series." "Dan Miller has crafted a brainteaser

of a thriller that treats readers to an expert blend of memorable characters, smart dialogue, and

breakneck speed action. A rollercoaster of a first novel." --Marshall Karp, New York Times

bestselling author"What a fascinating premise! I wish that I had thought of it."--Tamar Myers,

bestselling author "Engaging and deftly paced, readers should buckle up for a thriller that does

not disappoint. Peppered with riddles and cyphers, Miller's gripping and imaginative debut

novel is thoroughly engrossing. One of the most promising authors I've come across in a long

while."--Gary McAvoy, Bestselling Author of The Magdalene Deception "[A] quirky and

engaging debut thriller...[T]he novel teems with historical, scientific, and literary surprises:

Miller slips in fun facts about ciphers from ancient Rome to the Civil War and also connects the

Tree of Knowledge system with the biblical tree of knowledge...good-natured twists come again

and again. With offbeat characters, brain teasers, and imaginative action, readers will be eager

to see what trouble [these characters] get into next."--BookLife "Filled with fascinating

characters, breathtaking action, political intrigue, interesting riddles, and loads of information

about cryptology, this novel grabs one's interest from page one. Miller is a gifted writer who

manages to strike a good pace with this mesmerizing thriller. He includes just the right amount

of action and backstory... The story continues to keep the reader on edge from beginning to

end. Even the minor characters are strong enough to grab the reader's imagination. With its



numerous plot twists, nothing in this work is predictable. Descriptions of code and cryptology

are written in such a way as to keep event hose without mathematical inclinations interested.

This novel is a wonderful read that should please anyone in search of a well-told, intriguing

story."--Kat Kennedy, US Review of Books "The Tree of Knowledge is a thoroughly engrossing

story of power gone awry. It is compelling and unpredictable right up to the end."--D. Donovan,

Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book Review. "This book will change everything from the way we

think to the way we act...A fast-paced thriller, this book will have you on the edge of your

seat."--Manhattan Book Review "The novel's pace never lets up, entertaining logic puzzles are

scattered throughout, and the dialogue is fresh and occasionally laugh-out-loud funny."--

BlueInk Review"A stunningly accomplished debut novel... Miller's cast of characters is one of

fully dimensional, living beings who kept me enthralled as I followed their efforts to cope with

an amoral, brilliant, and relentless adversary... The Tree of Knowledge is an awesome, fast-

paced, and beautifully written debut novel that demonstrates the promise of a talented author."--

Reader's Favorite"The Tree of Knowledge is a funny and engaging mystery novel whose

academic antiheroes regard logic as a training strategy, a weapon, and a cause."--Clarion

Reviews "The Tree of Knowledge is a thrilling and adventurous ride into the world of logic,

secrets, endless possibilities, and the ultimate goal of absolute power...A page-turner debut

novel by a very promising author."--San Francisco Book Review"Part Da Vinci Code, part

action-thriller, The Tree of Knowledge is a fast-paced novel full of puzzles, mysterious

societies, and puppet masters pulling the political strings of a nation. With an ensemble cast

and plenty of brain teasers, readers will enjoy this high-stakes adventure. It has all the

ingredients of an action movie unfolding on the big screen. Well-edited and cogently written,

Miller's narrative progresses quickly and reads easily enough to get lost in. The many logic

puzzles, paradoxes, and riddles woven into the plot turn The Tree of Knowledge into a different

kind of an engaging read: one that piques the intellect in nearly every chapter." --Remy Poore

for IndieReader
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CK, “Move Over Dan Brown, A New Dan Is In Town!. This book is a seriously fun tickle for your

brain. With scintillating dialogue, puzzles, and characters, you'll be hooked. I'm so excited to

read the author's future books (even if he doesn't plan to write anymore, I think demand will

exceed his wishes) and see this book turned into a movie. Fair warning, this is binge-worthy so

start in the morning if you don't want to disrupt your sleep!I advise against reading it if you're

opposed to fun, interesting, and adventurous reads.”

Wilson E., “Good read!. This was a fun read. Great pacing. Interesting story and mostly

(scarily enough) believable characters. I really hope a sequel comes. I don’t like reviews that

delve too deep into the plot, so I won’t. If you liked the davinci code, then “logically” you should

enjoy this novel. One small suggestion. When a riddle or puzzle appears in the story, do not

speed read to the answer. Try to solve it! It is a fun way to allow author to interact with you.

Cheers!”

Vincent L Wu, “Awesome thriller, finished it in one sitting over the weekend. I'm a big fan of

mystery thrillers and specifically the Da Vinci Code. The Tree of Knowledge really hit the nail

on the head for me as I finished it in one sitting and was gripped by the story from start to

finish. It leans heavily on math concepts, but in a way that makes it accessible to an average

reader (such as myself) that doesn't have a PhD.For a first novel, Dan offers a breath of fresh

air into the mystery thriller space and I can't wait to read his next book.”

JP Leonardo, “Fantastic Adventure. This book really took me away, the way it started of slow

and it just became an adventure. I like how the characters and you can learn from them. The

tree of knowledge that we can all obtain, and there is a tree for everyone to get. You just have

to be dedicated and devoted on getting it, no matter. Train your brain, I strongly recommend.”

The book by Daniel G. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 800 people have provided feedback.
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